
 2016-17 Winter Quarter Graduate Council Divisional Funding Report - Introduction

Sincerely,

Megan Beck, Carlos Grandet-Caballero, & Jake Nebegall

Graduate Council Executive Leadership

This report details the funding that students from each division have received as during the Winter Quarter from the various Graduate Council funds. 

Please note that some of these appeared in the January 31st edition of this report. Going forward, we will publish this report on a quarterly basis. If 

you have any further questions about a particular group or individual that was funded, we would be happy to provide additional detail. 

We hope that this report can serve not only as a summary of events that have been funded, but also as a point of reference for the types of things we 

can support so that you can direct additional students to our funding in the future. To learn more, please visit gc.uchicago.edu.

Finance Fund

The Finance Fund is broken into three sub-funds: Academic & Professional Fund (A&P), Social, Arts, & Culture Fund (SA&C), and Mental & Physical 

Wellness Fund (M&PW). 

Travel Fund 

Travel Fund supports graduate student travel through basic and advanced grants. Advanced grants ($600) support students presenting original work 

and basic grants ($350) support students attending presentations or conferences (including case competitions). 

As one of our main functions, Graduate Council manages more than $300,000 of funding to support graduate student activities at UChicago. GC funds 

graduate student activities under a variety of funding sources:
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 2016-17 Winter Quarter Graduate Council Divisional Funding Report - Booth

Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Healthcare Group Booth-Kellogg Matter 

Mixer

The evening will start out with networking and then head into breakout sessions with 

MATTER founders, meant to allow students to talk through possible solutions to the 

founders' current business problems (as well as get to know the founders) and secure 

summer internships with start ups. 

80 $400 

Emerging Markets Summit Emerging Markets Summit For more than a decade now Emerging Markets have presented unique opportunities as 

business emerge and multinationals expand into new territories. The University of 

Chicago Booth School of Business Fifth Annual Emerging Markets Summit plans to once 

again gather more than 400 participants including 50+ speakers from emerging markets 

to explore the trends, opportunities, and challenges of developing countries. 

400 $4,000 

Chicago Women in Business 

(CWiB)

Chicago Women in 

Business Open House

The overarching idea for this year's CWIB Open House is around women as community 

builders and includes a focus on creating an inclusive environment. The sessions will fall 

into one of three larger categories: (1) how to advocate for yourself (e.g. panels, 

workshop, networking), (2) how to advocate for others (e.g. a practical session on how 

men can advocate for their female colleagues, and another on how to advocate for 

LGBTQ/ minorities and promote an inclusive culture), and (3) more 

foundational/contextual stuff on the importance of diversity (e.g. discussing data on the 

success of diverse and/or women-run startups and female CEOs) with a hint of why this is 

such a salient issue in this political climate.

500 $3,000 

CREDIT Group 2017 Credit Conference The CREDIT Conference is one of the most comprehensive, credit, distressed investing and 

restructuring-focused school-run conferences in the country. This yearly conference offers 

a unique opportunity to hear from a distinguished gathering of keynotes and panelists, 

particularly those that are alumni of UChicago Booth and Law schools. 

250 $1,800 

Jewish Business Students 

Association (JBSA)

Holocaust Remembrance 

Day (Yom HaShoah)

The purpose of this event is to provide Booth students the opportunity to hear first-hand 

from a Holocaust survivor. By doing so, we hope to educate the broader Booth 

community on this tragic event and, in the spirit of Yom HaShoah, honor all those who 

perished. As the time since World War II increases, we believe that the opportunity to 

hear a survivor’s experiences is important and can provide an individual perspective. 

80 $320 
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LDSSA LDSSA MBA Conference The primary purpose of the event is to create a forum for students to listen to 

inspirational, thought-provoking speakers, and discuss the intersection of their post 

graduate school career with normal life (balancing family, building their faith, giving 

service, etc.). Other important purposes include encouraging students to become strong, 

principled leaders and a powerful influence for good in their future professional 

organizations, and last, to provide a unique networking opportunity for students to build 

lasting professional relationships with spiritual common ground. To increase the impact 

for the broader University of Chicago community, Friday evening will be open to all 

faculty and students at no charge. This includes the networking event and the first 

speaker of the conference. As we considered the goals of the conference, we realized that 

there was application for a much broader audience than just MBA students. With that in 

mind we plan to work with LDS colleagues across the university to promote attendance 

for their respective graduate school, and most closely with the Oaks Society at the Law 

School. These students across UoC would have the opportunity to register for the whole 

conference (at $50), or attend the open portion Friday evening (free).

200 $1,500 

$11,020

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Common Chromosome; 

Epicurean Club; Travel, 

Transport & Hospitality

Do Women Belong in the 

Kitchen?

Common Chromosome (CC) is an initiative intended to provide space to discuss issues of 

gender equity amongst the entire Booth (and UChicago!) community -- men, women, 

students, staff, faculty, alumni.

40 $600 

Common Chromosome International Women's Day 

Celebration

Common Chromosome (CC) is an initiative intended to provide space to discuss issues of 

gender equity amongst the entire Booth (and UChicago!) community -- men, women, 

students, staff, faculty, alumni.

100 $2,500 

Make America Dinner Again Make America Dinner 

Again

The purpose of the dinner event is to bring together Booth students of all backgrounds, 

creeds, and political views. There already exists a Make America Dinner Again that is 

starting in the Bay Area but I'd love to establish a similar tradition at Booth. Given our 

current political climate, a campus-wide coming together seems more a necessity than a 

luxury.

50 $750 

*Since this funding decision was made, our funding rules have changed to exclude divisional governments as qualified applicants for Grad Council funding $3,850
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Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Booth Rugby Club Booth vs. Kellogg Spring 

Match

The Booth vs. Kellogg rugby match is a biannual tradition in which Booth competes for the 

Chicago MBA Cup. This event is open to all members of the University of Chicago 

community and helps promote camaraderie and networking across the university and 

with Kellogg. Thanks to the diverse make up of Booth Rugby we expect to host up to 200 

fans from across the University. As done in past years, we will organize two buses to 

facilitate travel from downtown Chicago to Hyde Park. One Bus will stop at Hyde Park, to 

help increase participation from the greater non-Booth Uchicago community. Last year, 

100+ University of Chicago students attended each of the matches in Hyde Park and in 

Evanston. In the Spring match in Evanston Booth defeated Kellogg to bring the Chicago 

MBA Cup back to the south side for the first time in three years.

200 $1,600 

1st Annual Fight Night Chicago Booth Boxing Club 1st Annual Fight Night is going to be a fun spirited amateur boxing competition (friendly 

fights) between the club members. This event will serve as an exhibition of the skills our 

members developed throughout the boxing curriculum. It will be a good way to promote 

sport and fitness among. This event will showcase to non-members that boxing is more 

than just an exercise, but also a character-building activity that imposes discipline and 

perseverance. Fight Night will also be a good time for socialization among Boothies. We 

hope the Fight Night becomes a great tradition of Chicago Booth that will not only attract 

a broad interest from the Booth community but also promote Booth among fitness-driven 

applicants. We also hope to attract enough funds to donate to wellness- and fitness-

related charities.

80 $1,100 

$2,700

Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no advanced Booth applications funded through the Travel Fund.

$0 
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Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Alvaro Alesso Booth Energy Group 

CleanTech Trek

Booth Energy Group has been essential in networking building and understanding of the 

industry. Since my involvement with the Group, we have been organizing the 2017 

CleanTech Trek, in which our group and representatives from Booth Career Services will 

be visiting renewable energy companies in the San Francisco Area from January 18th to 

20th.

Participating in this trip and conference will expand my network and knowledge horizon. I 

will become connected with the west coast scene in renewable energy, especially in solar 

1 $350 

Cory Connelly, Rebecca 

Dauer, Anh Dang, Carson 

Cunningham

Innov8 Case Competition The Innov8 Case Competition is the flagship marketing competition of the Berkeley-Haas 

school of business. It is a chance to compete with some of the top business school student 

from across the country on a challenging, real-life business prompt. This year the case is 

sponsored by Adobe and relates to the strengths and opportunities of the Photoshop 

Suite. We’ve already been selected as finalists and are looking for funding to travel to San 

Francisco to compete on-site with the other 7 groups of finalists. With our first round 

presentation we beat out over 50 other teams and consider it an enormous honor to have 

been selected as finalists. It reflects well on us as individuals, on the Booth School of 

Business, and on the University of Chicago as a whole.

4 $1,400 

Trista Li, Kelli Pirtle, Yegor 

Samusenko, Beryl Lee, Diego 

Celayeta, Veena Bontu, 

Lavanya Anand, Chanetelle 

Pires, Rebekah VanderVeen, 

Emily Shaw, Manuk 

Shirinyan, Fernando Garcia 

Cahue

University of Toronto - 

Rotman Design Challenge

I am requesting travel funds on behalf of a group of Booth students to attend the 

University of Toronto - Rotman Design Challenge. The Rotman Design Challenge is one of 

the best known and attended case competitions for business design and innovation. The 

purpose of the challenge is for students to learn and apply design thinking principles and 

processes to a problem to generate a human-centered solution that is desirable, 

physically feasible, and economically viable. Last year I was part of the first Booth team to 

attend this competition on behalf of the new Booth Innovation and Design Club. To our 

surprise and delight, we won! This year, the club's objectives are to spread design and 

innovation education to more Booth students, help develop relationships with companies 

in the design/innovation space to create recruiting opportunities for students, and 

strengthen Booth's reputation and partnerships in the business design space.

12 $4,200 

Alice Thompson Wharton Pan-MBA 

Hospitality Industry 

Conference

I plan to attend the Wharton pan-MBA Hospitality Industry Conference in Las Vegas on 16-

19 February 2017. I am currently a co-chair of the Travel, Transport and Hospitality Group 

at Booth, which helps to facilitate educational and recruiting opportunities for Booth 

students interested in these industries. The Wharton conference is a 2-day event bringing 

hospitality industry executives to speak with around 50 MBA students about trends and 

careers in the industry. We will also attend back-of-house tours of hotels, casinos and 

nightclubs. I am attending in part to represent Booth’s Travel, Transport and Hospitality 

Group to extend our knowledge of career opportunities within the industry, which can 

then be sent on to students at Booth for recruiting purposes.

1 $350 
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Alexis Miller UCLA Media Case 

Competition

The UCLA Media Case Competition sponsored by Paramount and PULSE Entertainment, 

Sports, and Technology conference event will help me and my classmates stay informed 

of the biggest opportunities and trends impacting the current business landscape.Since 

Booth does not offer any media business courses this will give me a chance to learn about 

the current challenges and innovations happening within the media space. Since I intend 

to go into the media business after graduation it's important for me to learn and interact 

with industry practitioners. 

1 $350 

Chad Wetzel, Sibley Lovett, 

Jennifer Shelby

Yale School of 

Management Education 

Leadership Conference

This application is on behalf of our student group for financial assistance to attend the 

11th annual Yale School of Management Education Leadership Conference (ELC). The ELC 

is an annual two-day conference focused on convening the nation's leaders in education 

reform and is a nationally recognized forum. Through panels, networking, conversations, 

and workshops, the speakers, attendees, presenters, and keynotes create a community 

that helps build urgency in working toward student success and system-wide progress.

3 $1,050 

*The Travel Fund group application process has since been capped at 15 people per group. $7,700

Total $25,270
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 2016-17 Winter Quarter Graduate Council Divisional Funding Report - BSD

Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Neuroscience Journal Club Weekly Journal Club Each week at the journal club we discuss 1-2 recently published papers in neuroscience 

which are agreed upon in advance. The discussions will be entirely organized by students.

15 $700 

$700

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

The Histones The Histones The Histones gives BSD scientists a chance to take a break from the stressful laboratory 

environment and decompress. We hold practice on a weekly basis, allowing members 

from different departments (Metabolism, Cancer, Immunology, Neuroscience) to socialize 

and build stronger ties between departments. We hope that our performances will allow 

us to share our music and fun with the rest of the BSD in addition to the larger University 

of Chicago graduate community. 

40 $1,065 

$1,065

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no BSD applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0
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Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Jaime Chao Keystone Sympopsia on 

Immune Regulation in 

Autoimmunity and Cancer

To supplement my studies as an Immunology student in Dr. Peter Savage’s lab, I will be 

attending a Keystone Symposia focused on the topic of Immune Regulation in 

Autoimmunity and Cancer. This meeting will discuss the underlying immune mechanisms 

resulting in autoimmunity and tumor evasion by bringing together basic and translational 

scientists. A main research interest of the Savage Lab is to understand the relationship 

between the immune system and cancer. My thesis project is focused on studying the 

role of the adaptive immune response in a mouse model of head and neck cancer. 

Therefore the topic of the Keystone Symposia is directly relevant for my thesis work and 

overall research interest of the lab.

1 $600 

Alyson Yee Keystone Symposia on 

Microbiome in Health and 

Disease

This is a Keystone Symposium on the Microbiome in Health and Disease, which means it is 

a small and intensive conference with leaders in the field. The lineup of speakers includes 

many notable scientists and physicians who study the microbiome, and because of the 

format, there will be ample opportunity for me, as a graduate student, to network with 

and meet people from this discipline. More than any other conference, the talks and 

workshops align perfectly with my thesis topic. My thesis deals with the ecology of the 

microbiome in early life and the impact of the microbiome on child development.

1 $600 

Victoria Okuneye International Conference 

on Schizophrenia Research

The International Conference on Schizophrenia Research is a biennial meeting focused on 

bringing together the broad range of interdisciplinary scientists producing the latest 

discoveries in schizophrenia and psychosis disorders.  This is the number one meeting for 

investigators in my research field. As such, I will have the opportunity to network with the 

leading investigators conducting schizophrenia research and meet with many 

collaborators of the current projects I am participating in my lab, including my 

1 $600 

$1,800 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no basic BSD applications funded through the Travel Fund.

$0

Total $3,565
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no Divinity applications funded through the Academic & Professional Fund.

$0

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Divinity School Students in 

Collabration with the 

Ministry Studies 

Department

State of the Garden: 

Womanism in the Post-

Obama Era

This session is entitled “State of the Garden: Womanism in the Post-Obama Era”.  The 

purpose of the event is to intentionally present and celebrate voices of those often times 

considered to be speaking from the margin. The event presents an occasion to hear from 

and converse with those who helped define the womanist methodology as it emerged in 

the late 1970s. And, nearly 40 years later, it also presents a chance to recognize and hear 

from later generations on womanist thought and its continued relevance. A primary 

objective is to host an event of this type and feature womanist scholars.  This occasion will 

also be used to present an award of recognition to a woman scholar to highlight her 

research and/or other achievements. Overall, this event supports the larger expressed 

goals of a community of students in the Divinity School: 1) to create a nurturing space in 

which to develop and maintain a holistic sense of self in a theological environment, 2) to 

creatively/artistically incorporate and illustrate the diverse forms of transformative faith 

leadership in the public square and the academy, and 3) to use the womanist framework 

as a vehicle by which social needs are heard and addressed.

75 $825

$825

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no Divinity applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

2016-17 Graduate Council Divisional Funding Report - Divinity
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Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no advanced Divinity applications funded through the Travel Fund.

$0 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Mati Engel Kabbalah and Mysticism 

Conference

The Kabbalah and Mysticism conference at Isabella Friedman conference center in 

Connecticut is a growing community of Jewish scholars, spiritual practitioners and leaders. 

I am currently a first year Mdiv student pursuing a masters in Jewish theology with a 

growing interest in interfaith work. I think attending a conference of this nature will 

provide me with the language and tools to teach kabbalistic texts when relating to Jewish 

spirituality. I believe that this tradition is the most accessible to those outside the Jewish 

faith in that it does not relate  exclusively to Jewish law or practice. Kabbalah is of the 

deepest reservoirs of the spirit of Judaism and I want to bring my research to the leaders 

of this movement. Rabbi Ingber, was a student of Rabbi Zalman Shacther Shalomi, a 

pioneer of the Renewal movement within Judaism. Its integral to learn from those who 

mastered the chassidic teachings of our tradition without diluting its content. It would be 

a very enriching experience that will ultimately enliven my Judaic studies at the UofC.

1 $350 

$350

Total $1,175
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no Graham applications funded through the Academic & Professional Fund.

$0

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no Graham applications funded through the Social, Arts, & Culture Fund.

$0

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no Graham applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no advanced Graham applications funded through the Travel Fund.

$0 
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Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Gordon Dri MIT Sports Analytics The MIT Sports Analytics Conference is an annual conference that brings together 

students and industry professionals to discuss how advanced analytics can be leveraged in 

the sports industry. The conference is noteworthy for hosting prominent speakers and 

this year is no exception. Individuals such as Benjamin Alamar (Director of Analytics, 

ESPN) and none other than Nate Silver (Statistician and Author/Founder of 

FiveThirtyEight) will be present as speakers. The event is important for all students and 

industry professionals alike that are interested in learning about the most recent and 

sophisticated methods of applying analytics in sports. 

1 $350 

$350

Total $350
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

MiPPS MiPPS with Mayor Tubbs Designed to compliment the culminating lunch talk of MiPPS' Black History Month Series, 

we want to provide an intimate forum for conversation with Mayor Tubbs of Stockton 

California where folks will have an opportunity to discuss strategies for Progressive 

Leadership in challenging times.  

30 $450 

MiPPS Black History Month Culminating MiPPS slate of events celebrating Black History Month, Mayor of Stockton 

California, Michael Tubbs, will speak about the challenges of running for office while 

black, and other pertinent issues in the current political environment. This event will allow 

policy students a unique opportunity to engage with a policy decision maker that 

possesses a dynamic combination of youth and experience, and whose background is 

underrepresented in political life.  

75 $750 

Asia Policy Forum Shared Challenges Asia 

Policy Forum

Latin American Matters (LAM), Asian Policy Forum (APF) and GROWTH, three student 

associations from the Harris School of Public Policy, are preparing an event that aims to 

strengthen the integration of Asian and Latin American communities at UChicago. Experts 

from both regions will compare and discuss different issues of economic development 

currently faced by Asia and Latin America. The event will consist of three panels: trade 

and economic integration, technology and human capital, and micro-finance.

60 $2,000 

Python Learning Group Data Applications This is a four-week series 'Data Applications' of a newly formed student-lead collaborative 

learning group for the programming language Python. We will meet once a week on 

Fridays noon-2pm to work through programming exercises and troubleshoot. Data 

Applications' will use DataCamp modules to learn Python's tools for data analysis 

(Pandas/NumPy), data manipulation (SQL), and visualization (MatPlotLib). The four week 

series 'Data Applications' follows a four week series 'Foundations'. (We are seeking 

funding for 'Foundations' from Harris PPSA).

30 $1,500 

Inter-Policy Summit 2017 Inter-Policy Summit Bring together students from different departments at UChicago (Harris, Booth, Law, etc) 

and students from the top policy schools in the country, to craft solutions for the global 

challenge of Legal Recognition of Indigenous Territories in the Brazilian Amazon.

100 $2,500 

*This event was co-hosted with SSA. $7,200
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Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

South Asian Policy Group South Asian Night We would like to host  “South Asian Night”  to share cultural heritage of South Asian 

countries such as India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and others with not only the Harris 

community, but the greater UChicago community. Historical incidents such as foreign 

invasions, trade relations, and colonialism have played a vital role in fostering a diverse 

art and culture in the South Asia region. Through this event we intend to build awareness 

about the rich history and socio-cultural activities of the South Asia subcontinent. We 

plan to set up food stalls that will serve delectable cuisine from this region, which has 

influenced other cuisines across the world. In addition, we will be organizing music and 

dance performances.

100 $1,520 

Pecha Kucha Harris Pecha Kucha Allow students to tell to their peer a story about their past professional experience, a 

topic you are passionate about, your childhood in a certain country. The idea is to 

promote learning more about each other. We have done this events for the last 2 years 

with GC funding and we want to keep the tradition. 

70 $700 

Pecha Kucha Harris Pecha Kucha Pecha Kucha is a style of presentation (20 PowerPoint slides, 20 seconds for each slide). At 

Harris, we are using them as a social/networking event to allow students to present on 

topics of their choosing. They may present on personal or professional experiences as a 

way to share their individual backgrounds and learn from others' experiences.

70 $720 

$2,940

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

$0

There were no Harris applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.
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Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Alma Lilia Juarez Armenta Consortium of Universities 

for Global Health (CUGH)

I worked as a researcher on health policy in Mexico before starting my graduate degree at 

The University of Chicago. I think this experience will allow me to use and validate the 

tools that I have gained in my MPP, as well as help me enhance my presentation skills, 

skills that are highly valuable for academic purposes. To me, it is a very special honor to 

be selected to present my work as a speaker at the Consortium of Universities for Global 

Health’s (CUGH), which has become the world's leading academic global health 

conference. This year’s theme, Healthy People, Healthy Ecosystems: Implementation, 

Leadership and Sustainability in Global Health, reflects the growing realization that our 

physical and planetary health are inextricably linked. In this light, since our analysis 

(comparing solutions for arsenic pollution) is health and environmentally oriented I think 

it will fit perfectly with the purpose of the conference, providing special competitiveness 

to a project that looks for a sustainable and cheaper solution for developing communities.

1 $600 

Mauricio Lopez Mendez Consortium of Universities 

for Global Health (CUGH)

The 2017 Annual CUHG Global Health Conference is the annual conference event of the 

Consortium of Universities for Global (CUGH). CUGH was established in 2008 with funding 

from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and The Rockefeller Foundation. The CUGH 

Health Conference gathers public health researchers and practitioners not only from top 

U.S universities but also from around the globe. It  provides a spotlight for innovative and 

rigorous research done by young and talented researchers addressing the major health 

problems that we as a specie confront at a global scale. 

1 $600 

$1,200 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Hannah Bent, Manual 

Esquivel, Ellena Koo, Dylan 

Madden, Katherine Baird, 

Kaiti Zolton, Haley Proehl, 

Sarah Palmisano, Christian 

Myers

Environmental Science and 

Policy Practicum Trip to 

Costa Rica

The Environmental Science and Policy Practicum is designed to give Harris School of Public 

Policy students the opportunity to experience first-hand the development and 

implementation of environmental policies on the ground. This week-long course 

introduces students to the unique challenges associated with environmental policy 

analysis, focusing on the interrelatedness of issues such as energy, conservation, 

biodiversity, and natural resource use, and their relationships with economic and social 

drivers. Additionally, it allows students with limited exposure to the sciences as well as 

students with established natural science backgrounds to develop the hands-on skills 

required to assess and tackle pressing environmental issues. During the University’s spring 

break, students travel to Costa Rica to meet with policymakers and practitioners, and to 

observe several successful conservation programs in the field. 

9 $3,150 
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Vi Nguyen South by Southwest - 

Education Conference

South by Southwest - Education is a gathering of some of the most innovative policy 

makers, leaders and educators in the field of education. Particular components of the 

conference that excite me include:  

- The Policy Forum, where leaders will discuss implications of the newly passed Every 

Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), in a post-Obama world.   

- Launch Competition, where I'll hope to unveil a project that fellow Harris classmates and 

I are working   

- Summits, where participants can really connect and dive-deep on key topics together 

over several hours.    

This conference would be instrumental for my academic and career development as an 

engaged leader in the education sector

1 $350 

Gregory Smith Harris Japan Trip This event is the annual Japan Trip program for 2017. Students are invited to Japan to 

engage in a 7 day cultural and academic exchange program. Student attendees will meet 

with Japanese Government Officials and Business Leaders, and also visit historic sites. This 

year, in addition to Tokyo and Kyoto, the Japan Trip group will visit Hiroshima, the historic 

site of the Nuclear Bomb strike that marked the end of the Japanese conflict in World War 

2, and was a tremendous humanitarian disaster. Students will visit historic sites and meet 

with survivors of the disaster.

1 $350 

$3,850

Total $15,190
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Chicago Linguistic Society Workshop on Dynamic 

Modeling in Phonetics and 

Phonology (satellite event 

of Chicago Linguistic 

Society 53)

This will be a one-day workshopto bring together scholars from within UChicago and from 

other institutions to discuss advances in language research within the domain of dynamic 

modeling. The workshop has two goals: (1) to provide a basic, pedagogical introduction to 

dynamical modeling for attendees and encourage them to pursue it in their own research; 

and (2) to bring together researchers currently using dynamical modeling techniques to 

promote collaboration and further the development of modeling methodologies. 

80 $1,800 

Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian 

Student Committee

Disciplinas, Indisciplinas In keeping with the tradition of hosting a graduate student conference, the Hispanic and 

Luso-Brazilian Studies Graduate Students Committee, in association with our 

corresponding graduate students at the University of Illinois at Chicago and Northwestern 

University, is hosting the second annual joint Chicago Graduate Conference in Hispanic 

and Luso-Brazilian Studies, which will take place on April 13-15, 2017. The title of this 

year’s event will be “Disciplinas, Indisciplinas.”

50 $1,830 

In the Shadow of the Grand 

Tour

In the Shadow of the Grand 

Tour

The idea of this conference arose from a convergence of interests in the fields of classics, 

history, art history and anthropology. We are hosting scholars who are currently working 

on the Grand Tour, antiquarianism, and museum collecting in British and British colonial 

contexts. We are exploring the long lasting influence of the Grand Tour on practices of 

collecting art and artifacts, and the role this played in the formation of knowledge. This 

takes into account not just the physical nature of an object or specimen, but also the 

transformations in its relationships, meanings and receptions after it has left its original 

context and typically entered into a collection in another part of the world, in other 

words, its “object habit.” The aim of this conference is to explore the tensions 

surrounding historical and contemporary object habits along with constructions of 

knowledge and culture that developed during the late-seventeenth through the mid-

nineteenth century. From a methodological standpoint, the goal of this conference is to 

foster heuristic reflection on both people and things. Special care will be used to unite 

scholars with divergent methodologies – the highly socio-cultural as well as those with an 

eye toward aesthetics and object biography.

35 $460 

2016-17 Graduate Council Divisional Funding Report - Humanities
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Department of Art History Medieval Futures Gathering a multidisciplinary group of scholars of medieval Britain, this daylong 

colloquium seeks to curate a day of interdisciplinary conversation thinking with and 

theorizing these questions from a variety of historical and aesthetic perspectives. We 

hope, by assembling a capacious set of thinkers from the disciplines of art history, literary 

studies, and the history of science, to cultivate a conversation that is both theoretically 

ambitious and rigorous in its engagement with contingent problems in historiography and 

aesthetics. These questions cut across medieval studies today and include such topics as 

periodization, historical temporality, formalism, iconography, materialism, hermeneutics, 

historicism, and speculative thought in premodern Britain. We have recruited 5 speakers 

from outside the university, and 5 from within.

35 $500 

Music & Slavic Languages 

Department

Experimentation and 

Innovation in Music and 

Other Arts of Soviet Russia 

Conference

The UChicago Departments of Music and Slavic Languages & Literatures are organizing a 

three-day international symposium accompanied by a series of classical music 

performances. The goal of these events is to examine previously neglected artists and 

overlooked pockets of innovation in later Soviet modernism. While many scholars in the 

West believe that artistic innovation was eradicated with the advent of Socialist Realism, 

we will present telling exceptions to this rule. Leading American and Russian scholars will 

demonstrate that bold experiments continued in the face of dominant aesthetics in 

music, literature, and the visual arts. Each speaker will: 1) introduce a lesser-known Soviet 

artist from the 1940s–60s; 2) place his or her legacy in a continuum from the early Soviet 

avant-garde to post-Soviet culture; and 3) re-inscribe these artists into their global 

500 $2,000 

*This event was co-hosted with SSA $6,590

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Medieval and Early Modern 

Italian Scholars at the 

University of Chicago

Inaugural Luncheon We aim to foster collaboration with colleagues across departments, and between 

graduate students and post-doctoral fellows who would otherwise have limited 

opportunities to interact.

25 $750

$750
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Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no Humanities applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Savannah Esquivel College Art Association 

Annual Conference (CAA)

The College Art Association Annual Conference (CAA) is arguably the most important 

professional event for art and architectural historians. Panel selection is very competitive. 

Senior scholars invite scholars and graduate students to prepare papers and then they 

propose a fully-formed panel that is submitted to the conference selection committee. As 

a result, CAA is an important opportunity for graduate students to present their research 

alongside the most established scholars in their field. I will be presenting a research paper 

entitled "To Delight or Deceive: Toward a Mendicant Theory of Color in Sixteenth-Century 

Mural Painting in New Spain" on black-and-white mural painting at the mendicant 

monasteries in sixteenth-century Mexico.

1 $600 

Lise Truex Society for American 

Archaeology Annual 

Meeting

I will be presenting a paper on a portion of my research results for my PhD dissertation at 

the Society for American Archaeology Annual Meeting (March 29-April 2, 2017) in 

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.  Participation is quite competitive because this is an 

annual meeting of a national academic and professional organization.  This presentation is 

integral to my academic and professional interests because it provides me with an 

opportunity to share my research with junior and senior colleagues in the field of 

archaeology and to highlight my continuing contribution to the field as both a scholar and 

a professional getting ready to finish my degree program and pursue full-time 

professional work.

1 $600 

Lindsay Welgarz Annual Meeting of the 

American Research Center 

in Egypt

The Annual Meeting of the American Research Center in Egypt is the main professional 

conference for my field (Egyptology). This year it will be held in Kansas City, MO. I will be 

attending as a presenter and one of ten students selected for inclusion in the Best 

Student Paper Competition. Because the majority of papers presented at the conference 

are by leading faculty and researchers, there are limited number of students allowed to 

present, and even less are selected for the best student paper competition. An ARCE 

presentation is essentially a debut opportunity for students, and a great opportunity to 

make your name known and network. As I am currently on the job market and actively 

interviewing, it is particularly important that I attend.

1 $600 
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Maria Gutierrez Bascon Annual Conference of the 

Cuban Research Institute 

(CRI)

The annual conference organized by the Cuban Research Institute (CRI) at Florida 

International University (FIU) is one of the most important meetings, if not the top one, 

for scholars on Cuban studies. From the CRI website: “Located in Miami, 228 miles from 

Havana and amidst the largest Cuban diaspora in the world, CRI is the nation's premier 

center for academic research and public programs on Cuban and Cuban-American issues. 

No other U.S. university surpasses FIU in the number of professors and students of Cuban 

origin.”  The conference is extremely relevant for my academic and professional 

development because I specialize on contemporary Cuban literature and culture. I will 

graduate this year, so this would be my last (and first) chance to present at this meeting 

as a PhD candidate. 

1 $600 

Emily Hanink Workshop on the Structure 

and Constituency of 

Languages of the Americas 

(WSCLA)

Attendance at the Workshop on the Structure and Constituency of Languages of the 

Americas (WSCLA) is crucial for my development as a grad student. While there are many 

broad linguistics conferences, WSCLA is a special venue that brings together researchers 

who work on indigenous languages of North and South America. It will be a great way to 

share my work on the Amerindian language Washo, with other researchers who are 

experts in native North America. I am particularly looking forward to WSCLA as it will be 

my first time presenting work at this venue. Furthermore, the conference will be at the 

University of British Columbia in Vancouver, home to internationally-renowned scholars 

who work on indigenous languages, such as Lisa Matthewson and Martina Wiltschko. It is 

crucial for my research to be in touch with faculty external to the department and is also 

a great way to establish future collaborative efforts with these researchers.

1 $600 

Rebecca Oh Association for the Study of 

Literature and the 

Environment

I will be presenting a version of one of my dissertation chapters at ASLE, the Association 

for the Study of Literature and the Environment. While my main field is postcolonial 

literature, my dissertation focuses on environmental issues. I have not yet attended a 

conference in the field of environmental criticism, and I believe it is important to begin 

establishing a network within this subfield and also to receive feedback from scholars 

primarily interested in the environment, as their approaches and intellectual methods 

differ from my primary training in postcolonialism. Further, while literature is my 

disciplinary field, it is crucial that my project be legible to those working in environmental 

studies and across interdisciplinary contexts. ASLE received hundreds of proposals, not all 

of which were accepted, and the roundtable I will attend has only six members, two of 

whom are the roundtable organizers.

1 $600 

David Reher Renaissance Society of 

America

The Renaissance Society of America is an organization that draws on more than 5000 

scholars from the fields of art, history, and literature from throughout the world.  In 

addition to publishing a quarterly journal, they also organize workshops, advertise job 

opportunities, and host a yearly conference.  Their annual meeting is among the most 

prestigious conferences dedicated to renaissance literature in the world, and accordingly 

very competitive, on par with the MLA for renaissance scholars.  Job interviews are at 

times given there.  Accordingly, this will provide essential academic exposure which will 

both assist me as I look for employment while also providing a wonderful platform to 

network professionally with scholars who share my interests.   

1 $600 
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Madison Hendren Northeast Modern 

Language Association

I have had a paper selected for presentation at the 2017 NeMLA conference to be held in 

Baltimore, Maryland Mar. 23-26, 2017. The NeMLA is the largest regional affiliate of the 

MLA, one of the most prestigious professional organizations for scholars of modern 

languages in the United States. The paper, “Eyes on the Prize: Honor, Gender, and the 

Gaze in Book Eight of Boccaccio’s Teseida” will be a small section from the first chapter of 

my dissertation on the representation of sports and games in medieval Italian Literature, 

and will be featured in the panel “Sport in Italian Literature and Arts”. Attendance at the 

conference will allow me to meet students of Italian from other institutions who study the 

role of sports across various periods of Italian literature, a perspective to which I have 

limited exposure on campus. While there are other medievalists with interests similar to 

my own at the University of Chicago, there are no individuals in my department that 

share my interest in the connection between sports and literature.

1 $600 

$4,800 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Fadil Moslemani “Fabrication of Reality” at 

City University of New York 

(CUNY)*

The purpose of the paper that I am going to present at the conference “Fabrication of 

Reality” at City University of New York (CUNY) is to highlight and discuss the impact of 

Madame de Staël’s novel Corinne on early nineteenth-century literary debates in Italy. A 

political and literary intellectual in an age when women were not expected to be either, 

the Swiss writer played a crucial role in indicating the sterility and deficiency of 

contemporary Italian letters, and in suggesting a remedy in the study of foreign 

literatures, particularly those of England and Germany.

1 $350 

Francey Russell Rice Workship in 

Humanistic Ethics

I have been personally invited by Prof Vida Yao at Rice University, to present at the  “Rice 

Workshop in Humanistic Ethics”. This is a conference in moral philosophy and moral 

psychology, which are my main areas of study. I will be presenting along with a number of 

professors in my field. I will be presenting work from my dissertation. The opportunity to 

present at this conference would be extremely helpful both in terms of deepening my 

research and in terms of establishing professional/academic connections with future 

colleagues in my area.

1 $350 

*This event could have been funded through the Advanced Award but the applicant chose to apply to the Basic Award $700

Total $12,840
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Society of Women Engineers General Interest Meetings We need to get our name out there to become a successful student group and build 

momentum. We need general meetings to announce events and decide the direction of 

our club together. To be a nationally recognized chartered section we need proof of our 

activity and to approve by laws.

50 $500 

$500

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no IME applications funded through the Social, Arts, & Culture Fund.

$0

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no IME applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no IME applications funded through the Travel Fund.

$0 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no IME applications funded through the Travel Fund.

$0

Total $500
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Chicago Electoral Reform 

Society

Partisan Gerrymandering This lunch talk feature Ruth Greenwood, Deputy Director of Redistricting at the Campaign 

Legal Center and former lead counsel for voting rights at the Chicago Lawyer’s Committee 

for Civil Rights Under Law. Ms. Greenwood's talk will focus on partisan gerrymandering 

and current gerrymandering-related litigation.  Audience discussion to follow. (About the 

Voting Rights Project at the Chicago Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights Under Law: 

http://www.clccrul.org/voting).

55 $405 

Food and Drug Law Society Legalize It The legalization of marijuana at the state but not federal level raises a host of interesting 

questions in criminal, Constitutional, and tax law. A panel of faculty members will help us 

identify the questions and probe into whether or not there are answers forthcoming.

50 $400 

ACLU UChicago Chapter Taming of Free Speech Professor Weinrib will discuss her recently published book, The Taming of Free Speech, 

which traces the historical development of the modern American reverence for freedom 

of expression to conflict in the early 20th Century over workers' right to strike.

65 $400 

$1,205

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

People's Collective People's Collective Debate To facilitate an open-minded and thought-provoking discussion oriented towards 

students with progressive perspectives and beliefs, but open and welcoming to students 

with any point of view and political affiliation. The event is an informal but structured 

debate that is open to law and other graduate students, with a social atmosphere. In 

particular, we hold these events with an interest in real and productive discourse, but also 

removing the constraints of a formal class environment and allowing students to speak 

openly and to light heartedly make fun of themselves and their own ideologies. 

45 $600

$600

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no Law applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

2016-17 Graduate Council Divisional Funding Report - Law
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Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no advanced Law applications funded through the Travel Fund.

$0 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Mark Buente, Ethan Back Sports Lawyers Association 

(SLA) Annual Conference

The Entertainment and Sports Law Society is a University of Chicago organization for 

students interested in pursuing careers in sports, entertainment, and media law.  We hold 

lunch talks, facilitate networking, and provide mentoring to all students who are 

interested in these careers.  Our recent lunch talks have featured the General Counsel of 

the Chicago Bulls and the head of the Sports and Sports Facilities practice of a prominent 

Chicago law firm.  Three of our Executive Board members are very interested in attending 

the Sports Lawyers Association (SLA) Annual Conference from May 18-20.

2 $700 

Shiva Jayaraman, Julia 

Haines, Christina 

McClintock, Abhinaya 

Prithivi, Taylor Richards, 

Anagha Sundararajan, Sarah 

Welch

International Immersion 

Program (IIP) - Netherlands

The Law School’s International Immersion Program (IIP) trip to the Netherlands in March 

2017 is an excellent opportunity for participants to learn more about international law 

and institutions. As the practice of law is being increasingly globalized, the need to 

understand international law and other cross-border legal issues is essential for law 

students and young attorneys. The IIP trip is a one-of-a-kind program designed to 

supplement in-class legal education by providing a hands-on and immersive legal 

experience. The trip has both academic and professional goals for its participants. 

7 $2,450 

Andrew Sabintsev, Bianca 

Chamusco, Marusya 

Rechetnikova, Jason Grover, 

Morgan Herrell, Matt 

Klomparens, Taryn 

Strohmeyer, Zachary 

Zermay, John Rizner, Eileen 

Prescott, Conor Gilligan 

Why International, Why 

Russia?

By participating in this IIP program to Russia, we will be able to build out our knowledge 

bases of Russian laws and legal controversies that we will likely face in our legal careers, 

and gain additional valuable perspective on US-Russian relations. The international 

perspective afforded by a trip to Russia will provide insight into the reshaping of the laws 

and norms that govern transnational commercial transactions, human rights, and other 

legal fields. 

11 $3,850 

$7,000

Total $8,805
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Pritzker Surgery Interest 

Group

Surgery Sub-Specialty Panel The panel will feature a group of attending surgeons who will talk about their field, career 

path, training, and lifestyle. The panel will be moderated by members of SIG and OSIG 

with time for questions from students. Following the panel, there will be a reception with 

residents from a broad variety of surgical subspecialties so that medical students could 

have the opportunity to talk to them one-on-one. The event will be open to medical 

students from all years. 

50 $275 

Pritzker Volunteering Volunteer Transportation 

Cost (10 events)

The purpose of this organization is to give medical students the opportunity to practice 

their skills in history taking and physical exams by volunteering at free clinics in the 

Chicago area.  Specifically, we send a group of students to work at the Community Health 

Clinic in West Town every Monday.  There students gain invaluable experience working 

with patients and attending physicians.  Upperclassmen have noted that these 

experiences were vital in preparing them for real patient encounters during the third year 

of school. The purpose of this funding would be to help offset transportation costs for 

students to go to the clinic. While students carpool whenever possible, the long drive 

means that it often costs drivers a significant amount in gas money.  Additionally, at times 

during the quarter we are short of drivers and some students have to Uber to make their 

volunteer shift.  This funding would enable students to volunteer and refine their 

professional skills while offsetting the transportation costs. 

12 $404 

Pritzker Health Policy 

Interest Group

The Role of Social Workers 

in the Clinical Environment

I am partnering with an SSA student, Brenda Kissane (bkissane@uchicago.edu) to 

organize an event with at least one social worker and one physician who uses the services 

of a social worker in their clinical practice. The goal of the event is to educate medical 

students and social work students about the services that social workers are able to 

provide in a clinical environment and to examine how these services actually get used. We 

will ask the social worker to give an overview of the training that they receive and the 

different types of social workers. We will ask the physician to discuss how they utilize 

social workers and some barriers to efficient utilization of their services. We also hope to 

foster inter-disciplinary communication between the School of Social Services 

Administration and Pritzker. 

30 $300 

$979
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Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

REMEDY Graduate Speed Dating This event brings together graduate students from different departments in a speed-

dating format. Each pair of students will speak for a few minutes before rotating to create 

new pairs. This gives students a chance to meet graduate students from other divisions 

and allows for the formation of new inter-graduate friendships and relationships. 

Additionally, the night is a fun way for students to enjoy food, drinks, and the company of 

other graduate students. All money raised will go towards CerviCusco (described above) in 

order to assist in providing cervical cancer screening and prevention care to women in 

Cusco, Peru.

120 $798

Pritzker Wellness 

Committee

Wellness Spring Picnic The purpose of the event is first to bring all Pritzker medical students together for a fun, 

outdoors event. The second year medical students have just completed their board exams 

and the fourth year medical students will be leaving soon to begin residency. This event 

provides a great opportunity for everyone to reconnect, enjoy lunch, and play outdoor 

games. Additionally, we will be distributing wellness resources and info to raise awareness 

of activities and offices that students can take advantage of for their wellbeing.

250 $600

$1,398

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Pritzker School of Medicine MS2 Clap Out The MS2 Clap Out is a medical school tradition wherein the school gathers after the last 

class of the second year medical students before sending them off for to study for Step 

One - the first major test in their medical school career. We clap, cheer and have balloons, 

banners, etc. This year we wanted to add healthy "study survival goodie bags" to the 

festivities. These past few months have been particularly challenging for our MS2 class as 

they attempted to stay focused on test prep during such a divisive time in our country. 

We wanted to make the clap-out extra special this year and include a small goodie bag (lip 

balm, pen, granola bar, gum/mints) for each MS2.

300 $300 

Knitzer Knitzker: Learn to Knit 

Fingerless Gloves

We are a knitting club through Pritzker. Our purpose is to share knitting with the medical 

students as a means of mental wellness. We also knit blankets to donate to a local 

women's shelter.

15 $225

$525
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Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Raj Bhanvadia American Urological 

Association (AUA) Meeting

The American Urological Association (AUA), whose mission is “to promote the highest 

standards of urological clinical care through education, research and the formulation of 

health care policy” is one of the largest professional associations in Urology. The AUA 

annual meeting is one of the most highly attended conferences by Urologists (both 

academic and non-academic), as well as Urologic researchers in clinical, translational and 

basic science. As a 4th year medical student applying into Urology, this conference is 

critical as it provides the opportunity to learn about the latest trends and controversies in 

the treatment of urologic conditions, as well as insight into ground breaking basic science 

research and clinical trials, serving to enrich my education.

1 $600 

Matthew Present ADA Scientific Sessions The ADA Scientific Sessions is the largest diabetes meeting in the world. More than 13,000 

professionals attend the annual event, where more than 3,000 pieces of original research 

are presented, selected from many thousands more that have been submitted. Among 

these, my research, entitled Access To Diabetes Care in the Era of the ACA: A National 

Survey of Physicians, was one of a relative few pieces of original research selected for an 

oral presentation. According to the ADA’s website, research selected for oral presentation 

“are considered to be the best of the thousands of abstracts submitted to the Scientific 

Sessions…380 original presentations highlighting the most innovative research.”  

1 $600 

Raphael Rabinowitz Society for General Internal 

Medicine (SGIM)

I will be presenting a poster “Challenges Within Inpatient Rounds: A Multi-Institutional 

Qualitative Study” at the Society for General Internal Medicine (SGIM) conference in 

Washington, D.C. This event is extremely important to me as it is the premier meeting for 

academic general internists in the country. I am a 4th-year medical student applying into 

internal medicine with an interest in pursuing a career in primary care. This conference 

represents a wonderful opportunity for me to network with leaders in the field and learn 

core competencies in general medicine ahead of the start of residency.

1 $600 

Eric Schadler American Urological 

Association (AUA) Meeting

The ability to present at the American Urologic Association (AUA) 112th annual meeting is 

extremely important for my residency application. With interest in attending premier 

programs in competitive fields such as urology, dermatology, or anesthesia, research is 

paramount. As a second year medical student I had the privilege of delivering a podium 

presentation at the North Central Section of the AUA (NCSAUA). The NCSAUA is just one 

of eight sections from North and South America that combine to form the AUA.

1 $600 

$2,400 
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Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Olumuyiwa Idowu Nth Dimension Medical 

Student Symposium

I am requesting funding to attend the Nth Dimension Medical Student Symposium which 

is a part of the annual meeting for the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons 

(AAOS). The Nth Dimensions Medical Student Symposium provides housing support to 

students to attend the AAOS conference while also providing supplementary 

programming concerning diversity and mentoring within the field of orthopedic surgery. 

1 $350 

Rachel Stones American Academy of 

Family Physicians National 

Conference

I will be applying into family medicine residency in the fall and the American Academy of 

Family Physicians National Conference is an annual educational event that provides an 

opportunity to learn about all the different residency programs. This is the only 

conference when all residency programs will be present with booths and available to talk 

and answer questions. I will also have the opportunity to attend educational sessions and 

workshops relevant to family medicine.

1 $350 

$700

Total $6,002
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Sean Howe Improv Workshop The event will consist of a full-day workshop for 18 graduate students from across the PSD 

on 4/9, a follow up evening session to develop flash-talks on 4/13, and presentations by 

select attendees at Pizza|Science|Discussion (a quarterly PSD event with ~50-100 

attendees) on 4/19.  

50 $450 

$450

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no PSD applications funded through the Social, Arts, & Culture Fund.

$0

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no PSD applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Hunter Vibbert American Chemical Society 

National Meeting

I will be attending the 253rd American Chemical Society national meeting this spring 

where I will present my recent research regarding the synthesis and preparation of 

terminal, d3 oxo-molybdeum and -tungsten complexes. As a fifth-year doctoral candidate 

committed to an academic career in  chemistry, the national American Chemical Society 

meeting is relevant to my academic and professional interests.

1 $600 
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John Otto American Chemical Society 

National Meeting

American Chemical Society meetings bring thousands of chemistry professionals together 

to share their work, provide and receive feedback, and make connections that enable 

successful careers.  At this April’s meeting, I will be presenting my work in the symposium 

“Sunlight-driven Processes: Exposing the Mechanisms Underlying Productive 

Photoactivities,” one of several symposia organized by the physical division of the ACS.  

This symposium covers topics directly related to my research on the physical mechanisms 

of light harvesting in photosynthesis.  The symposia at ACS meetings vary for each event, 

and this is likely the closest match to my research to occur during my graduate study. 

1 $600 

Lisa Nash American Physical Society - 

March 2017 Meeting

I am requesting to attend the 2017 March Meeting of the American Physical Society.  At 

this event, around 10,000 condensed matter physicists from around the country come to 

present their research and discuss new ideas.  This experience will give me the 

opportunity to present the work that I have been doing over the last year, discuss ideas, 

and network with other physicists who work on similar things.  We have collaborated with 

physicists at two other universities for my project in the past.  I will be meeting with them 

to discuss their work over the last year and try to determine future directions for the 

project. I am also planning to graduate soon and plan to use the meeting as an 

opportunity to talk with potential postdoctoral advisers.

1 $600 

$1,800 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Kelliann Koehler ARPA-E Energy Innovation 

Summit

The ARPA-E Energy Innovation Summit is a conference focused on the future energy 

challenges and the translation of new technologies from the lab to industry. The student 

program provides an opportunity for graduate students to both learn about new 

directions in energy technologies and potential partnerships. This summit brings together 

people from government, industry, and research in an effort to foster collaborations and 

push research from labs to industry. This meeting will provide significant exposure for my 

graduate work in the Tian lab to people in other fields and sectors which has the potential 

to significantly advance my work with potential collaborations.  In addition to the 

educational component of this program there is also a significant  networking component 

with industry, government leaders, and other researchers. The student program places a 

heavy focus on connecting graduate level students with companies that are actively hiring 

in energy technology fields. 

1 350

$350

Total $2,600
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Praxis+LSA Innagural Implications An SSA Faculty Panel will offer insight into implications after the 2017 inauguration for 

changes in the field of policy, and social work as well as some action steps that could be 

taken in advocating for minority groups (the Islamic community, undocumented persons, 

refugees, etc.). This is open to all students who are interested, until we are at capacity. 

We would like to provide dinner due to the hour (most students will be attending directly 

after field work) and in which case we would provide an event RSVP limit for food 

vouchers (first 85). 

100 $680 

$680

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

SSA Asian Students 

Association

Chinese Lunar Year 

Celebration

Celebration in honor of the Chinese New Year. 30 $251

Latinx Student Association End of the quarter social 

and discussion

The event will be an end of the quarter celebration and also a space for Latinx and non-

latinx to talk them and their clients in this current political climate. This is the second 

event we are doing given the popularity we had last time. Students express the need to 

have more events were they can talk and share resources.

45 $950 

Hatachards Book Series 

Event at International 

House

Hatachards Book Series 

Event at International 

House

Serve as a community for students who love books and a platform to share their passion. 20 $988 

SSA Without Borders La Bestia This event will be a screening of La Bestia and a conversation about the hazardous 

journey Central American asylum seekers take to the US border. This event will raise 

awareness of the issue as well as immigrant rights in the US, with an eye on Central 

American women and children. This is also in preparation of an alternative Spring Break 

trip group members will be taking to Dilley, TX to volunteer with a legal aid agency 

working out of the nation's largest detention center of women and children seeking 

25 $235

$2,424
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Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no SSA events funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Robert Eschmann Society for Social Work and 

Research (SSWR) Annual 

Conference

The Society for Social Work and Research (SSWR) Annual Conference is the biggest 

meeting place for scholars in my field. As an emerging social work scholar, it is important 

for me to attend these meetings in order to build connections and network with more 

experienced scholars, present my research and receive feedback from senior faculty 

members, and learn about the innovative work that is being done around the country 

that is theoretically and substantively related to my areas of interest. 

1 $600 

$600 

Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Frances Novak Doula Training Course Being a family support concentration, full family functioning is extremely important to 

me, and often that beings before the birth of the first child. I am applying for funding to 

attend a Doula training conference. Doulas have an effect on how parents interact with 

their children and has proven benefits for low-income women, with continued effects into 

early childhood. This conference will help me grow as it will teach the skills to support 

new moms and take my learning outside of the classroom and into real-world experiences 

that my current internship does not lend me. Also, I currently work at La Rabida where I 

provide emotional case management to new moms and moms who are pregnant. Being 

that this time period is often left out of the SSA curriculum, it will help me to provide 

evidence based support to this clientele. This experience will certify me as a Doula before 

graduation which will help me bridge the gap between my LSW certification exam and 

give me an edge when searching for jobs within the medical social work field. Further, it 

compounds my current classwork within the family support concentration and gives me a 

valuable skill set.

1 $350 
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Julia Cushing Washington Week After going to the information session for Washington Week, I immediately knew that this 

opportunity was too valuable to pass up, especially for someone like myself who is in a 

state of discernment.  I will participate in this event by attending a minimum of eleven 

sessions hosted by SSA alumni sharing their experiences in the social work field.  I will be 

an active participant by taking opportunities to meet new people, networking with other 

professionals in the social work field (along with classmates outside of my cohort that I 

haven’t had the chance to meet) and never leaving a session without asking follow up 

questions. 

1 $350 

Megan Gibbons Washington Week The event I am attending is Washington Week, an annual trip to Washington, D.C. that is 

organized by the School of Social Service Administration (SSA) here at the University of 

Chicago. It is held during the week of spring break (March 19 to 24 this year) and provides 

a unique opportunity for current students to meet and network with SSA alumni working 

in Washington, D.C. The alumni who volunteer to participate in the event hold a variety of 

positions and in a range of settings, from the White House Office of National Drug Control 

Policy to the counseling office at Saint Francis Xavier Academy.

1 $350 

Dante Violette Washington Week SSA’s Washington week can be the defining moment in my SSA career. As member of the 

SSA community and a Black male in America, I am deeply engaged in the politics in and 

around social work and its importance to the field. Additionally, my decision to take the 

policy track in my studies solidifies my resolve for change that can be done through these 

macro level interactions. There is no other event that more succinctly brings together 

Alumni and currently enrolled students. Through mandatory site visits and community 

building activities in the heart of Washington DC, there provides a unique opportunity to 

study the inner workings of the social work field, in our nation’s capital.

1 $350 

$1,400

Total $5,104
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

History & Anthropology Rethinking Borders in 

South Asia

This conference on South Asian borderlands is being organized by two history graduate 

students and has support from History, Anthropology, COSAS, and the Nicholson Center. 

We are hoping for additional funding to cover the costs of food during the event.

30 $1,125 

$1,125

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no SSD applications funded through the Social, Arts, & Culture Fund.

$0

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

There were no SSD applications funded through the Mental & Physical Wellness Fund.

$0

Travel Fund (Advanced Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Evelyn Atkinson Business History 

Conference

My focus is the history of the corporation, which draws from the fields of business history, 

history of capitalism, and legal history.  I will be presenting a chapter of my dissertation at 

the Business History Conference in March-April 2017.  I was invited to apply based on a 

paper presentation I gave at the American Bar Foundation's Legal History of Capitalism 

conference in June 2016.  I applied and was accepted as part of a panel composed of a 

professor from the University of Oklahoma and a graduate student from Rutgers, both 

working in my specific area of interest, the history of corporate responsibility.  The 

commentator on my panel is a leading scholar in the field of corporate history.  This 

conference is the annual meeting and key networking event for business historians in the 

US and internationally.

1 $600 
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Zachariah Berry Association for 

Psychological Science (APS)

The Association for Psychological Science (APS) is hosting their 29th annual conference for 

scientific psychologists from around the world to present and discuss research on the 

brain and human behavior. APS recently informed me that they would like me to present 

my original research, the foundation for my M.A. thesis, at this year’s conference. As an 

aspiring psychologist early into my graduate career, this is a remarkable opportunity.

1 $600 

Sarah Cashdollar Biennial Meeting of the 

Society for Psychological 

Anthropology (SPA)

The Biennial Meeting of the Society for Psychological Anthropology (SPA), one of the 

leading organizations for scholars whose research straddles the study of mind and of 

culture, offers an important opportunity to position myself in the field of psychological 

anthropology. In addition to networking with leading scholars in this niche and feeling the 

pulse of current research trends, I will be presenting my original research in the form of a 

talk. Due to the specialization of this field, this conference offers me a rare opportunity to 

receive feedback from a multitude of scholars whose work is similar to my own. Following 

the conference, I will be incorporating the feedback into the paper and submitting to 

journals, an opportunity that I will not receive again in this format for two years.

1 $600 

José Ignacio Cuesta Research Partnership Work 

with Superintendencia de 

Bancos e Instituciones 

Financieras (SBIF)

As part of my dissertation in Economics, I am studying the role of price regulation in credit 

markets. Access to credit is a recurrent policy issue and different types of regulation 

operate in this market. Interestingly, not enough research has focused on (i) the effects of 

different types of regulation; (ii) the interaction of regulation and particular features of 

this markets, such as asymmetric information and imperfect competition; (iii) welfare 

implications of regulation; and (iv) how to optimally design regulation in order to trade off 

all these effects. I plan to study this problem and provide insight to all these aspects. In 

doing so, I am focused in a particular setting that is particularly suitable, the Chilean retail 

credit market. This market was recently subject to a substantive regulatory reform. 

Moreover, the regulator of the market (Superintendencia de Bancos e Instituciones 

Financieras, SBIF) collects marketwide data on all credit contracts signed in this market, 

which allow for a detailed study of it. I have formed a research partnership with SBIF in 

order to assess the questions stated above. I plan to visit them for two weeks, which is 

the main reason for applying to the Travel Fund. The objectives of the visit are (i) to work 

directly with the data; (ii) to present my work in their internal workshop and receive 

feedback from their research department; and (iii) to discuss the potential for developing 

other research projects. This visit will allow me to make substantive progress in this 

research project and thus in my dissertation.

1 $600 

Roberto Carlos Western Political Science 

Association

As I prepared to head out on the job market this summer, I am actively presenting my 

work to as broad of an audience as possible. However, there are times when you need to 

have your work picked apart by the best in your specialization. The ability to present my 

paper at the Western Political Science Association will allow for this type of scrutiny from 

the best in my subfield of Latino Politics.

1 $600 
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Kathleen Darcy Law and Society 

Conference

The Law and Society Conference is relevant to my professional interests as it is an 

interdisciplinary conference that best embodies my own interdisciplinary interests: law 

and social science. As I already have my law degree, I am utilizing this year at MAPSS to  

bulk my research and social science experience, and this is an opportunity to present my 

research, and is also an integral opportunity to meet and solidify an international team I 

have been in contact with for future research in sexual abuse of women in prison. These 

team members will all be in attendance at Law and Society, and it will be my opportunity 

to meet many of them face to face for the first time.  I am presenting original research, 

and entitled: Prisons, Sexual Abuse, and Preponderance of the evidence: Exploring Issues 

with Internal Investigations; I am also a non-presenting co-author on a number of papers 

in a salon, and, finally, I am a participant who helped coordinate the roundtable, which 

includes the aforementioned international team members.

1 $600 

Guy Mount Organization of American 

Historians Annual Meeting

I am presenting original research from my dissertation at the Organization of American 

Historians Annual Meeting.  This is one of the most prestigious and competitive 

conferences for historians. I am on the job market and will be meeting with prospective 

employers and publishers.  Additionally I have been invited by the conference organizers 

to live tweet and blog for the event which will provide additional viability for my 

scholarship and the University of Chicago.

1 $600 

Melissa Osborne 2017 American Surgical 

Association (ASA) Annual 

Conference

I have been accepted to present at the 2017 American Sociological Association (ASA) 

Annual Conference and the 2017 Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) Annual 

Conference. These two conferences are the annual major national conferences in 

sociology. They provide an opportunity to present research and receive feedback from a 

national audience of faculty and students in sociology. In addition, these conferences 

provide an opportunity for professional networking and collaboration building across the 

discipline. I have been accepted to present on one panel at each conference: 1) ASA: 

Regular Session Panel on Housing/Housing policy and  2) SSSP: Regular Session Panel on 

Policy, Action, and Research in Housing and Homelessness.

1 $600 

Colin Rydell Alcohol and Drugs History 

Society (ADHS) Conference

I have been accepted to give a conference paper presentation at the Alcohol and Drugs 

History Society (ADHS) conference at Utrecht University, The Netherlands. The conference 

runs from June 22-25, 2017, and will be my first international conference presentation. As 

a historian of British History, it is important for me to develop myself professionally 

alongside scholars from the United Kingdom itself, which can be difficult to achieve at 

American conferences. The contacts made at this event, the experience gained from 

presenting, and the possible subsequent inclusion of my paper in the Journal Social 

History of Alcohol and Drugs, will all be incredibly beneficial to my development as a 

scholar and prospective job candidate on the academic market.

1 $600 
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Steven Schwartz Society for Latin American 

and Caribbean 

Anthropology (SLACA) 

Conference

The Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology (SLACA) – a chapter of the 

American Anthropological Association – congregates scholars that are committed to 

exploring emergent theoretical frameworks for the study of Latin America and the 

Caribbean. This year, SLACA is organizing a conference titled “Crossing Borders/Building 

Bridges: Anthropological Perspectives on Latin American and Caribbean Borderlands,” 

which explores the multiple forms through which people construct boundaries along 

national, religious, linguistic, and ethno-racial lines. In this event, I will present a paper 

titled “Borders of Deception: Extractive Spectacles and the Paradox of Regulation in 

Colombia’s Frontier.”

1 $600 

Gabriel Velez Meeting of Colombian 

Scholars on Education, 

Youth, and Peacebuilding

This past summer in Colombia, I began my dissertation research interviewing youth in the 

capital and started to make connections with academics and organizations related to 

peacebuilding there.  One of these Colombian scholars recently invited me to participate 

in a conference on education, youth, and peacebuilding in Colombia. This conference is 

bringing together some of the most renowned scholars of education in conflict and post-

conflict contexts.  I will have two roles in the event: I will have an hour-long presentation 

of my own work, and I will be helping organize the first two days (which will include 

moderating the opening panel). 

1 $600 

Ming Yew Matthew Koo 19th Annual Graduate 

Conference for Advanced 

Research on Southeast Asia

Just as UChicago is known for its strength in South Asian studies, in the field of Southeast 

Asian studies, Cornell University stands out as the intellectual home for generations of 

Southeast Asian scholars. The 19th Annual Graduate Conference at the Kahin Center for 

Advanced Research on Southeast Asia promises to be the forum for interdisciplinary 

exchange of the latest research on the region. Given my interests in pursuing comparisons 

between South and Southeast regions, I see my presentation at this forum as a crucial 

step to exchange ideas with the next generation of Southeast Asian scholars. Acceptance 

to present at Cornell's conference is competitive (22 out of 87 submissions accepted) with 

participants being given free accommodation and meals for the weekend-long 

1 $600 

$7,200 
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Travel Fund (Basic Awards)

Group Event Description Students Amount

Bahar Aldanmaz United Nations Empower 

Women Conference

I have this passion towards gender equality and have been working on gender-related 

issues since my freshman year and currently focusing on gender and sexuality studies as 

part of the MAPSS program. My thesis is also about the effect of gender and sex 

education on young Turkish women’s early marriage decision. More precisely, how 

experiences and memories of sexual education, as well as attitudes toward gender 

equality, shape young Turkish women’s expectations of marriage age? I am also currently 

applying for a job at United Nations Empower Women team in which I am currently 

working as a champion for change towards gender equality. Taking all these into account, 

applying for United Nations Youth Assembly as a gender equality delegate was such an 

important step for my career and intended thesis research.

1 $350 

$350

Total $8,675
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Academic & Professional Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

UChicago SACNAS SACNAS Regional 

Conference

The Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) 

is an organization with the goal of fostering community and inclusion for STEM scholars at 

all phases of their careers (undergrad, grad, postdoc, faculty). We believe that maximizing 

inclusion will broaden the impact of our science. As such, we strive to bridge communities 

with shared visions to actively diversify the scientific landscape. On May 20th, we will be 

holding the first Regional SACNAS conference at UChicago. We are inviting other Chicago 

area SACNAS chapters including UIC, NEIU, NU, and DePaul. This year’s theme is "Diverse 

Perspectives in Stem: Communication, Collaboration, and Community". In addition to 

having a scientific poster session, we will be also holding workshops dealing with critical 

issues underrepresented groups face throughout their careers. These workshops include 

topics on conquering adversity, overcoming the imposter syndrome, navigating the 

graduate school experience, and advising career paths in STEM. 

150 $3,500 

Pritzker Women In Medicine Women in Medicine - 4th 

Annual Conference

This year will be the 3rd annual symposium, which is meant to offer an opportunity to 

learn from the experiences and challenges of distinguished women faculty and leaders in 

the medical field while meeting and networking with other medical students in our 

region. We are working with our faculty advisor, Dr. Helen Te, to develop two panel 

sessions: (1) Women in subspecialties/work-life-balance, and (2) Women’s health: Unique 

needs, opportunities, and disparities. Each panel will consist of three female speakers 

who are leading physicians from the greater Chicago area, including public health, 

industry, psychiatry, radiology, and surgery, among others. In addition, University of 

Chicago Medicine faculty will host a workshop, Negotiating: Important Communication 

Skills for Leadership and Learning. The event will be open to all University of Chicago 

students, with a primary goal of attracting medical school students, in addition to 

students from other Chicago-

area schools. The panelists will be volunteering their time to speak to the students and 

participate in the event.

50 $925 
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MESSA*

(Co-hosted event beween 

Humanities and SSA)

2017 Annual Graduate 

Student Run Conference: 

Islamic Heritage and 

Cultural Resource 

Management in the Middle 

East

We hope this event will bring together a variety of scholars, journalists and policy makers 

to discuss the issue of the destruction of Islamic heritage in the Middle East by militants. 

Not only is this cultural crisis a concern for archaeologists, but for Muslims whose heritage 

it is and for national and world heritage initiatives. This is part of a wider issue, wherein 

Islamic archaeological and historic remains have been disregarded for earlier, more 

romantic material culture. We hope to shed light on this issue by organizing two 

discussion panels and one keynote speaker.

150 $518 

SSA Without Borders 

(SWOB), Korean Graduate 

Student Association 

(Co-hosted event between 

SSA and Harris)

Immigration Law Seminar We will invite an immigration law attorney from a local law firm to hear different options 

that students can take after the completion of their studies in the US.

25 $150 

Korean Graduate Student 

Association (KGSA)

KGSA Networking Night All graduate school students of Korean origin is rallying up in order to build a professional 

network, advocate for Korean / Korean American population in Chicago and build a 

greater coalition regarding any issues surrounding our community

85 $250 

$5,343

Social, Arts, & Culture Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

Psychology Grad Student 

Organization

Joint Neuro-Psych Social 

(BSD/SSD)

Enrich Psych PhD program. (academic, social, diversity, professional etc) 40 $1,000

Co-sponsored by CSGS, 

CSRPC, and LGBTQ + 

Student Life

Intersextionality: A Talk 

with Pidgeon Pagonis

The goal of this event is to raise awareness about the particular issues facing intersex 

people today while facilitating dialogue and building intersectional alliances that cut 

across race, gender, and sexuality. Pidgeon will begin by discussing what it means to be 

intersex, the history of intersex people, and the rise of intersex activism. They will end by 

discussing ways we can all be better allies.

40 $750

Latinx Student Association Latinx in a Trump Era 

(Divinity/SSA/SSD)

The event will bring LatinX students together for a social, cultural, mental and strategy 

session outside Hyde Park. In times of great uncertainty, LSA wants to provide students 

who identify as Latinx a safe space for students to talk about how they are feeling under 

this new administration and to strategize on what they can work together as social 

workers (creating resource lists, advocacy). Most of our members work in immigrant 

communities that have been affected by the different executive actions the Trump 

administration has signed. We feel that it is important to create spaces cultural identity 

space to let students process their emotions while at the same time creating a safe space 

that we often feel we lack in our school and university. The event will take place at Fogata 

Village 

30 $750
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Salsa and Dialogue Salsa and Dialogue  

(Divinity/SSD)

As a graduate student from Divinity school, I am always interested in studying the 

relationship between mind and body. I want to bring my Latino cultural heritage and my 

philosophy expertise to benefit graduate student community, through teaching salsa 

classes, brings more understanding to latino culture and enhance intercultural exchanges. 

Moreover, we aim to use this platform to help students relax and social.  

15 $968

LAM FIFA LAM CUP LAM will be Co-hosting Harris After Hours with PPSA. In this case the theme will be an 

Xbox FIFA tournament with national teams from countries in the Latin American region. 

The purpose of the event is for students to unwind and find common interest while 

sharing a hobby or watching their peers play and sheer for them. We consider it to be a 

good idea since this event will bring students to interact with each other while playing, a 

method that is not that common in practice.

100 $375

AAPI South Asian Graduate 

Mixer 

(Booth/Law/Pritzker/SSA)

To enable South Asian grad students across UChicago departments and schools to 

network and socialize.

50 $985

Korean Graduate School 

Association (KGSA), SSA 

Without Borders (SWOB)

Kimchi Competition We will demonstrate and discuss how to make Kimchi and the role of the food in social 

context of Korea: its function in a traditional Korean family, how it's made, and why it's 

made in winter.

20 $205 

Korean Graduate Student 

Association in collaboration 

with the Japanese Students 

Association at Harris

International Movie Night We are screening a Japanese animation and will discuss the role of animation in Japanese 

society and forming of "Asian"ness in the broader world society

30 $340

UChicago Chapter of the 

March for Science

UChicago Bus to the March 

for Science

Our event seeks to facilitate Uchicago student participation in the D.C. March for Science 

on April 22nd. Specifically, we will be renting a charter bus to drive students overnight to 

and from Uchicago and the National Mall in D.C. to join in the march. Marches are an 

excellent mechanism to influence policy, network, and display public unity. Uchicago 

graduate students are interested in marching in DC to celebrate and encourage continued 

federal support for the sciences. In addition to organizing, we seek to demonstrate that 

scientists are average citizens who fight actively for the civic concerns of our nation. Our 

members will also have the opportunity to meet with our respective members of 

Congress to have our opinions heard directly. Many of our civically minded graduate 

students are looking towards careers in outreach, science communication, and science 

policy. Attending the march for science will allow students to gain experience and have 

unique networking opportunities related to these careers. This trip will facilitate intra-

University networking. The University of Chicago BSD, PSD, and IME divisions rarely 

overlap. This bus to the march for science is an opportunity to connect these fields and 

facilitate greater cooperation and communication. 

56 $2,800
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OUTpatient Graduate Student LGBTQ+ 

Mixer

This event is co-organized by OUTpatient (Pritzker), OUTreach (Booth), OUTlaw (Law), and 

OUTpolitik (Harris). LGBTQ+ organizations from across campus are coming together to co-

host a student-led community-building event to foster a supportive and inclusive 

environment for LGBTQ+ graduate and professional students at UChicago. For the first 

time on record, all major campus LGBTQ+ groups will meet to socialize, discuss the 

campus climate, and plan for future wellness and advocacy projects. 

70 $453

$8,626

Mental & Physical Wellness Fund

Group Event Description Students Amount

PSD/BSD/IME Softball PSD/BSD/IME Summer 

Softball League

To put on a summer softball league for graduate students in multiple different divisions. 220 $3,920

Washington Park Graduate 

Student Baseball Team

Washington Park Graduate 

Student Baseball Team

To provide an opportunity for graduate students to play on a competitive baseball team. 20 $1,000 

$4,920

Total $18,889
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Additional Notes
● The details in this report represent funding that has been awarded, not necessarily collected. 

We are dependent on grantees to follow up with the chairs of our funding sources and the 

reimbursement team at UChicagoGRAD to collect their funds

● Our Finance Fund (covering the Academic & Professional Fund, Social, Arts, & Culture Fund, 

and Mental & Physical Wellness Fund) almost always funds or partially funds applications unless 

an application does not align with the funding rules, which cover things like who is eligible to 

apply and what types of expenditures we are legally allowed to cover (ex: gifts for speakers, 

workers without valid W2s, etc.)

● We often receive applications for applicable events that are completed quickly or are 

incomplete. Our funding teams are dedicated to providing feedback to the applicants in these 

situations and encouraging them to reapply with a more complete application
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